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Abstract: The basic process of target tracking and the properties of tracking solutions with mobile elements were 
introduced. By distinguishing location-centric methods and detection-centric methods, the current research status of the 
location-centric target tracking methods were reviewed. The properties and application fields of different solutions were 
analyzed and compared. Although the existing solutions can significantly improve tracking quality and reduce energy 
consumption of the whole network, there are also some problems. Based on these discoveries, some possible research 
hotspots of mobile solutions were summarized in many aspects, such as method types, network architecture, node model, 
and so on, indicating the future direction of research and development. 
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? 1  ?????????????? 
Fig. 1  Properties of location-centric target tracking solutions 








































? 2  ?????????????? 
Fig. 2  Categories of location-centric target tracking solutions 
with mobile elements in WSNs 
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MATA(mobility assisted tracking algorithm)?????
???????????????????????





???????????? DEOM(distributed energy 
optimization method)??????????????
?????????????????? PPSO 
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MEYER ? [48]????? CoSLAT(cooperative 
simultaneous localization and tracking)?????[49]
???????? ACoSLAT(advanced CoSLAT)??





























? 4  2?????????? 
Fig. 4  Target tracking using two mobile nodes 
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? 5  ?????? 
Fig. 5  Estimating of target position 
?????? [57]??? CMPSO(controlled 
mobility particle swarm optimization)???[58]???
HSNPSO(hybrid sensor network particle swarm 
optimization)?????????????????





?? [59]?????????? AMCMS 











? 6  ????????? 
Fig. 6  Covering area with least modes 
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? 1  ???????????????? 
Table 1  Properties comparison between location-centric target tracking solutions with mobile elements 
?? ?????? ???? ???? ????? ???? ???? ???? ???? ????
DSPCF[41] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
AMSPF[42] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
MATA[31] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
DEOM[43] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
CDTA[44] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
DMICS[45] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
TLIT[46] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
CTSS&MMCR[47] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
CoSLAT[48] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
ACoSLAT[49] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
CS-DT[50] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
TBMTTS[51] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
FACT[52] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
WTA[53] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
FSDKR[54] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
IDTA[55] ?? ???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
CMACO[56] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
CMPSO[57] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
HSNPSO[58] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
AMCMS[59] ?? 0-1???? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
RPL[60] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
T-Tracking[62] ?? 0-1?? ?? ???? ? ?? ? ? ? 
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